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 1 
Introduction 
 
 The defining moment in February 2013 of Tesla Motors’ conflict with The 
New York Times was not the millions of dollars that the company lost on the 
stock market due to a controversial negative review of one of its electric vehicles, 
but one tweet posted by the company’s CEO Elon Musk calling the article a 
‘fake’. This tweet took social media by storm and led to several other tweets, 
media interviews and company blogs spearheaded by Musk to not only bolster 
confidence in Tesla’s electric vehicles but also to restore its image on the stock 
market.  
 Corporate reputation is a tangible asset, especially for organizations such 
as publicly owned corporations. Such organizations experience and battle 
conflicts of some form or the other every day. These can be internal conflicts, 
ranging from financial misappropriations to ethical issues in business; or external 
conflicts, like those arising from negative coverage in the news due to product 
recalls, corporate rumors or unassuming factual errors that may catapult the 
company into bad publicity.  
 Later, The New York Times’ Public Editor Margaret Sullivan admitted in an 
article in same newspaper that John Broder, the journalist who wrote the 
controversial Tesla Motors article, took bad notes. 
 Publicity is generally acknowledged to be more credible and more influential 
than company-controlled communications (Bond and Kirchenbaum 1998). The 
type of media covering such publicity also determines the credibility and 
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influence. Publicity in national media outlets can be considered far reaching 
compared to a local city newspaper.  
 Negative publicity, in particular, has the potential to damage corporate 
image. This is due to its high credibility as well as the negativity effect, a 
tendency for negative information to be weighted more than positive information 
in the evaluation of people, objects, and ideas (Mizerski 1982). Because the 
media has a preference for reporting bad news (Dennis and Merill 1996), 
companies are more likely to receive bad press rather than positive press.  
The first part of this study aims to explore how allegedly erroneous facts 
published in The New York Times review of Tesla’s Supercharger Conductor, a 
charging station for electric vehicles, triggered Tesla Motors to confront and 
challenge The New York Times. Reputation management strategies and different 
media employed by Tesla’s crisis managers were closely monitored. The case 
study also looks at the frequency of traditional and social media use to 
understand how Tesla Motors handled a negative coverage to emerge relatively 
successful in restoring its image. 
 The Social-mediated Crisis Communication (SMCC) (Jin and Liu 2010) 
model describes interaction between an organization experiencing a crisis and 
three types of publics who produce and consume crisis information:  
• The information followers or ‘audiences’, 
• The information inactives and  
• The information creators or influencers.  
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 Previously, researchers Liu, Jin and Austin studied why and how the 
audiences communicated about crises and used media via experiments and 
interviews of university students.  
 Since crisis information is directly transmitted from creators or influencers to 
followers, it is important to study the phenomenon between the information 
creators and influences viz. journalists and the organization itself. From the 
research in SMCC model, the organization in crisis is interpreted as the ‘creator’ 
and the journalists are the ‘influencers’.  
The second part of this study aims to explore the interaction between the 
organization and the journalists.  
 Therefore, to understand the triggers of conflict between crisis managers 
and the media, the study focuses attention on one such action that follows a 
factual error in news reports—requesting corrections. There is not enough 
research on correction requests in news media. Although few public relations 
experts believe “save your ammo for the really big battles” (Stewart 2011) for 
requesting corrections, it is generally considered a good practice to call attention 
for the most innocent factual errors in the news. News organizations, such as 
Associated Press, have previously said, “When mistakes are made, they must be 
corrected – fully, quickly and ungrudgingly.”  
 By interpreting phone interview responses of five journalists about their 
experiences working with public companies, specifically, with respect to factual 
correction requests, this study extends the knowledge of Social-mediated Crisis 
Communication Model to the interaction between organization and the media. 
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Statement of the problem: 
 In order to defend their image, public relations or crisis managers at public 
companies request corrections of factual errors from media personnel using 
different means of contact, such as email or social media with varied levels of 
persistence, potentially leading to a conflict that puts their work relationship with 
the media in jeopardy.  
 
Purpose 
 The purpose of this two-part study is to understand the need for correction 
requests for reputation management and eventually, collect intelligence about 
media’s responses to and experiences with factual corrections requested by 
public relations professionals.  
 
Significance of the study 
 The study extends the principles of Social-mediated Crisis Communication 
Model to the interaction and possible conflict between organizations, in this case 
a publicly owned company, and the media. The study analyzes social media and 
traditional media employed by Tesla Motors to combat, confront and challenge 
allegedly erroneous facts published in The New York Times. The study also 
interprets the experiences and opinions of media professionals with respect to 
correction requests.  
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Literature Review 
 
New technologies 
The introduction of new communication technologies inevitably raises 
questions about the extent to which existing media work will change. (Lievrouw 
2002) During the past century, audio, visual, and digital innovations have not by 
themselves redefined what it means to tackle a conflict as a public relations 
professional or as a journalist, in the professional sense, but they have 
contributed to changing the way public companies engage in new technologies to 
interact with the public directly through a process of adaptation that is mutually 
shaped by socio-cultural and technological constraints and consideration 
(Boczkowski, The Mutual Shaping of Technology and Society in 
Videotexnewspapers: Beyond the diffusion and social shaping perspectives 
2004b).  
In 2009, for the first time, American adults reported the Internet was their 
preferred source for the information and the most reliable source for news. 
(Zogby 2009).  Online sources can be ideal for generating timely communication 
(Taylor and Perry, Diffusion of traditional and new media tactics in crisis 
communication 2005) and interactive, two-way conversation with audiences. 
(Seltzer and Mitrook 2007). During crisis, social media can provide a new 
platform for online word-of-mouth communication, working as an informal 
communication channel through which personal, product/service or organization 
information is conveyed, shared, and processed. (Austin, Liu and Jin 2012)  
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The majority of applied communication research on computer-mediated 
communication has focused on websites (Perry, Taylor and Doerfel 2003) and 
blogs (Bates and Callison 2008). Even the research in social media usage in 
applied communication settings is growing extensively. 
For example, Twitter represents one of the fastest growing social 
networking sites in terms of audience, gaining more than 645 million global users 
who post 9,100 tweets per second. (Statistics Brain: Twitter 2014) Some media 
organizations actively encourage their journalists to use Twitter, resulting for 
least some news media outlets in large audiences. For example, as of March 
2014, CNN had 11.9 million followers, similarly, The New York Times has 11 
million, and Time had 5.5 million followers. Professional journalists appear to 
believe that the advantages of Twitter (audience outreach) outweigh its 
disadvantages (extra work), as evidenced by the increasing numbers opening 
accounts (Hermida, From TV to Twitter: How ambient news became ambient 
Journalism 2010b).  Such a rise may also indicate that news media organizations 
are now asking reporters to incorporate Twitter into their daily routines.  
Social network sites such as Twitter have helped audiences to become 
active in the news-creation process (Hermida, Twittering the News: The 
emergence of ambient journalism 2010a), where messages move back and forth 
and where users have a chance to interact with information (W. Stassen 2010). 
In an analysis of 150,000 microblog or Twitter postings, (Singer 2005) found that 
consumers increasingly use such platforms as “trusted sources of information, 
insights, and opinions” Users also share hyperlinks with each other (Hughes and 
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Palen 2009) and engage in the coverage of breaking news by relaying messages 
from other Twitter users and providing live coverage of events (Farhi 2009).  
 
Audience use of traditional and social media during crisis 
A crisis is an event that “creates an issue, keeps it alive, or gives it 
strength” (Heath and Palenchar 2009). It can include natural disasters, industrial 
accidents, and intentional events. (Reynolds and Seeger 2005). A crisis provides 
the opportunity for open and honest exchange of information, or communication 
that engages stakeholders in mutual sense-making processes, and for 
communication that can help people protect themselves from the impact of the 
event (Thiessen 2011). 
Social media use can change drastically in times of organizational crisis, 
as issues emerging online can be more unpredictable, taking dramatic turns and 
multiplying more quickly than issues that emerge offline; social media, however, 
can allow more immediate response and interactive communication during crisis. 
(W. T. Coombs, Crisis communication and social media 2008) In fact, traditional 
media channels such as television and newspaper organizations have created a 
stronghold on social media to bolster their image, promote stories and maintain 
their credibility online. (Cision 2009) 
Research shows that use of social media increases among audiences 
during a crisis situation. (Project 2006). In some situations, the news received by 
audience from social media sources is perceived to be more credible than 
traditional mass media (Procopio and Procopio 2007); presence of credible 
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journalists on such online platform could be the factor leading to such notion. 
According to a survey conducted in 2009, 70 percent of journalists said they use 
social networks to assist in reporting for obtaining information about stories. 
(Maul 2009)  
As journalists increasingly use social media for news generation (Cision 
2009), social media has a direct effect on information creation and consumption 
of audiences including organizations, crisis managers and journalists.  
 
Issues Management 
There is a need for issues management for public corporations. If they do 
issues management, they’ll have much less crisis management to do. (Cole and 
Cole 2006). Admittedly, issues management won't completely eliminate crises. 
But it can amend some and reduce the impact of others. All it takes is for public 
corporations to try to put out fires before they start in order to prevent an 
unsteady stock market making it worse for the business and share prices, an 
important unit of strength in a fiercely competitive market. Requesting correction 
requests is one such aspect of issues management and issues monitoring. The 
reason for nonstop monitoring of the external environment is simple; most issues 
have the potential to seriously impact just about any public corporation. And 
several issues can emerge with little advance warning. Some of their impacts can 
be very damaging, in which case preparation can minimize the pain. (Cole and 
Cole 2006) 
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Crisis communication cases in the recent past have highlighted the 
increasing importance of monitoring social media and for understanding effective 
use of social media during a crisis situation (Austin, Liu and Jin 2012). In 
addition, it is pertinent that researchers consider situations of individuals, 
especially journalists, using social media in addition to new media sources aside 
from blogging with respect to public companies. (Lenhart, et al. 2010) The 
interaction between journalists with public companies on social media is bound to 
create some friction over the course of time. For example, if public relations 
professionals contact a journalist on social media, the social nature of the 
medium may lead to public attention of such a conversation, potentially with 
negative implications, if not handled professionally.  
Pure advocacy v. pure accommodation 
(Cutnip, Center, & Broom said in 1985 that public relations must "ethically 
and effectively plead the cause of a client or organization in the forum of public 
debate, which holds true even today. Cancel, Cameron, Sallot, & Mitrook, 1997 
argue that a combination of factors contribute at any given time to how an 
organization deals with its external interdependencies, its publics. Public 
relations practitioners must typically choose, consciously or by default, a stance 
somewhere between pure advocacy and pure accommodation. Not only does the 
role public relations practitioners serve range from pure advocate to pure 
accommodator, but also communication acts reflecting both extremes can 
actually occur simultaneously in dealing with one public. Considering the 
numerous publics being addressed by an organization at any given time and the 
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welter of techniques, skills, and approaches that can be taken, any attempt to 
identify a single model of practice for public relations in an organization, much 
less a single ideal model of practice, is difficult at best.  
Social-mediated Crisis Communication Model 
Social-mediated Crisis Communication Model (SMCC) (Jin and Liu 2010) 
(Liu, et al. n.d.) describes an organization in crisis and three types of publics who 
produce and consume information, before, during and after crisis. They include: 
• Influential social media creators or influencers, who create crisis 
information for others to consume  
• Social media followers, who consume the influential social media creators’ 
crisis information;  
• Social media inactives  
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Figure 1: Social-mediated Crisis Communication Model (Jin, Liu, 2010) 
 
 
This model navigates the rapidly evolving social media landscape to 
understand how individuals and organizations use both, traditional and social 
media to communicate information in the event of an organizational crisis.  
Through in-depth interviews and an experiment, Jin, Liu and Austin 
focused on how young adults seek information from social and traditional media 
during an organizational crisis and what affects their media use. 
“The interviews they conducted revealed that young adults used social 
media regularly for four main reasons: entertainment, relationship maintenance, 
networking, and education.  Participants used traditional media on a daily basis 
for education and entertainment. However, they sought social media during 
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crises for insider information and checking in with family/friends and sought 
traditional media for educating themselves about the facts about the crisis. 
Interestingly, while some social media were useful for emotional and insider 
information needs, traditional media primarily were used for information needs 
because participants believed traditional media were more credible.” (Austin, Liu 
and Jin 2012) Their findings suggest that perceived credibility of the media type 
trumps audiences’ regular media consumption habits before crises occur. 
Although participants in the study used both social and traditional media 
for convenience, involvement, and personal recommendations, information 
overload often discouraged their use of both in different ways.  On one hand, 
participants who believed that social media were a lighter, more humorous form 
of communication, designed to build personal relationships and maintain contact, 
were less likely to use social media to seek information in times of crises.  On the 
other hand, participants chose to use more traditional media because of the 
perceived media credibility.  
“Participants passively received information about crises through logging 
onto Facebook, email accounts, and emailed news alerts.  If friends, as one 
potential crisis information source, posted links to crisis coverage, participants 
were more likely to read these links via Facebook than going to the original 
sources, such as The New York Times, for information.  However, there appears 
to be a tipping point—once participants notice a trend in their social media 
networks of a crisis discussion they are more likely to seek out traditional media 
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coverage of these crises to get the full story and credible information.” (Austin, 
Liu and Jin 2012) 
The findings of their study suggest that participants were most likely to use 
the same type of media in which they heard about the crisis to also seek 
information, except in the case of interpersonal communication where 
participants were more likely to seek out offline interpersonal communication 
after learning about crises via social media. Overall, participants were more likely 
to seek additional information about crises through other forms of media when 
they heard about crises through a third party such as journalists.   
Therefore, organizations need to ensure crisis communication information 
comes from other trusted sources of information, in addition to coming from the 
organization. 
“While public companies are investing more resources into social media 
sites and campaigns, individuals do not necessarily seek crisis information via 
these social media sites.  Participants were most likely to seek further crisis 
information only via social media when this information came from a third party 
through social media, and interview findings stressed the importance of personal 
recommendations and influence.  Although organizations may distribute their 
own information through social media, third-party influence—such as trusted 
online journalists, friends, and acquaintances—prompts individuals to visit social 
media, in general including both journalists and public company’s business social 
media account, for more information.” (Austin, Liu and Jin 2012) 
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Face-to-face communication among audiences was the most reported 
form of crisis communication for participants, followed by television, text 
messaging, phone calls, and Facebook.  Twitter was used the least, followed by 
blogs.  Although Twitter may seem a timely, accessible venue for crisis 
information, Twitter is not appropriate for communicating with all audiences.  For 
young adults such as university students interviewed by Jin, Liu and Austin, 
blogs and Twitter were not popular sources of crisis information. Interview 
participants provided insights into why they prefer traditional media during 
crises—they view traditional media, and especially broadcast news and 
newspapers, as more reliable sources for crisis information than all social 
media.  However, as expected, participants still use some forms of social media 
during crises, especially Facebook and text messages, to share or obtain insider 
information and check in with family and friends.  
Their findings suggest that strategic communication professionals should 
not neglect traditional media while incorporating social media in crisis responses; 
social media should complement traditional media during crises. One important 
shortcoming of this research is the fact that university students may not be a 
perfect sample to draw the above conclusions.  
Key influencers need to be identified for stakeholders during crises, 
especially those that engage in word-of-mouth communication.  The sharing of 
user-generated content such as tweets, blog posts, particularly in disasters or 
emergency situations, may help to spread information the organization wishes to 
share via their personal social media accounts.  Thus, public corporations should 
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consider creating mechanisms such identifying key influencers in advance and 
anticipating their responses to support information sharing and strengthening the 
credibility of crisis messages. 
Thus determined by previous findings of Social-mediated Crisis 
Communication Model, willingness of journalists to comply with correction 
requests and make necessary changes on their news reports in traditional and 
social media may determine the flow of crisis information for public corporations 
to reiterate crisis information towards possible conflict resolution. Therefore it is 
important to understand the possible results to the following: 
Research Questions 
 
• RQ1: How are public corporations using social media to handle negative 
coverage of their products, services, If so 
• RQ1.1: How often are they using social media in relation to traditional 
media? 
• RQ2: How do journalists respond to social media and traditional correction 
requests from public corporations? 
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Methodology 
 
Case Study 
Case studies are not intended to study an organization in its entirety. They 
are ideal, for examining a particular issue or feature (Noor 2008). Case 
studies examine phenomena in their own context rather than in isolation. They 
allow for in-depth study of a complex situation and rely on multiple sources of 
triangulating evidence (Yin 2009). Case studies allow researchers to treat the 
case holistically rather than isolating variables (Platt 1992) and also deal largely 
with the nuance of how and why things happen (Noor 2008). In the case of 
intrinsic case studies, the case is selected because it itself is the thing most 
worthy of study. In instrumental case studies, the case is chosen because it can 
help shed light on a larger research question. And when multiple case studies 
are needed to paint a complete picture, the combined research is known as 
collective case study (Stake 1995).  
Case selection 
In doing case studies, the researcher must determine whether to study 
cases that are unique or typical. One consideration is maximizing what can be 
learned, investigating which cases are likely to lead to understandings, 
assertions, and perhaps even generalizations (Stake 1995). Other factors are 
ease of access, willing sources, and the uniqueness of the case. 
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In the case of engagement efforts, studying a typical strategic 
communication conflict that has not caused bold changes would be unlikely to 
produce interesting results. The changes would be difficult to identify, and even 
more difficult to tie specifically to conflict engagement. The focus of this study, 
therefore, was a conflict between Tesla Motors’ Chief Executive Officer Elon 
Musk and The New York Times journalist John M. Broder. The conflict occurred 
after Broder’s negative review of Tesla’s Model S car caused Musk to respond to 
the article via blog, Twitter messages and television news appearances to defend 
the company.  The case gained national attention for its engagement by 
leadership, the use of social media and the active defense of corporate 
reputation.  
Tesla Motors is a public corporation listed on the NASDAQ. The 
California-based company designs and manufactures electric vehicles (EV) as 
well as EV powertrain components to companies like Toyota and Daimler. Tesla 
has delivered more than 15,000 electric vehicles in 31 countries. As CEO and 
head of product design at Tesla Motors, Musk oversees business and sales 
strategy for the all-electric American car company he co-founded. The goal of the 
company is to design, engineer and manufacture affordable electric vehicles for 
mainstream consumers. Musk currently guides development of the Model S, the 
world’s first premium electric sedan, and Model X, a SUV/minivan. Previously, he 
spearheaded design of the original Tesla Roadster, the first battery-powered 
electric sports car.  
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Broder reports on energy and environment and more recently on 
automobile issues for the Washington bureau of The New York Times. He has 
been a newspaper reporter and photographer since 1973, and has covered local, 
state and national government, banking defense, intelligence, numerous political 
campaigns. He also served as the Los Angeles bureau chief, a chief White 
House Correspondent, and in 2007 and 2008, he covered the presidential 
campaign, travelling extensively with Barack Obama, Joe Biden, Hillary Clinton 
and John McCain. Before joining The Times in 1996, he spent 12 years at the 
Los Angeles Times in Los Angeles and in Washington. In his career,  Broder has 
worked for newspapers in Cleveland, Dayton, Ohio, Detroit, Los Angeles, New 
York and Washington. He has reported from almost every state and from more 
than 30 foreign countries.  
 So what happened? Broder trusted the "mile range" displayed on Tesla 
Model S in his review for The New York Times. The mile range indicator is known 
to be slightly incorrect in cold weather, a peculiar phenomenon in electric 
vehicles.  
 Broder charged the car to 72% to a range of 185 miles, for an anticipated 
125 (79+46) mile trip from Newark, DE to Milford, CT. The actual mileage, 
according to data provided by Tesla, would have been 139 miles, which is 
enough for the 125-mile trip. But Broder stopped overnight in cold weather and 
the mileage was significant less. 
He parked his car (after going 79 miles; and the range decreasing 103 
miles to 82 miles) for the 46-mile return trip. The next morning, Broder awoke to 
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10° F weather, and a car that said it had 25 miles of range left instead of 82 miles 
(57 mile range lost overnight).  As a direct result, Broder ran out of charge on the 
road — and wrote an article stating that. In response, Musk, lashed out at him, 
calling the article "fake". 
The research analyzes the timeline of this case study (Appendix 1) with 
respect to the frequency, time taken to respond, response type and leadership 
based on all the articles, blogs, and tweets in relation to the conflict. These 
included: 
• Nine articles from The New York Times 
• Two television interviews of Musk 
• Three company blogs from Tesla Motors  
• 21 tweets sent out or retweeted by Musk 
The tweets were organized chronologically according to the date they 
were tweeted or retweeted by Musk. The statistics about their retweets, mentions 
and marked favorites were observed consistent with (Singer 2005) to see the 
general impact of Musk’s Twitter with 621,000 followers as of April 15, 2014. 
In addition, a LexisNexis study was conducted to find out if there was any 
indirect coverage of the case study in traditional media.  
Interviews 
 
There are many ways to understand and interpret media responses to 
requests of corrections. These approaches include interviews, factor analyses, 
testing and other related methods. The previous studies by (Austin, Liu and Jin 
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2012) factored in interviews of university students to understand crisis responses 
mediated by social media.  
As conceptualized in the Social-mediated Crisis Communication Model, 
(Austin, Liu and Jin 2012), information source is where the crisis information 
originates from: either the organization experiencing the crisis or a third party, 
such as an influential social media creator or journalist. Although organizations 
may distribute their own information through social media, third-party influence—
such as trusted online journalists - prompts individuals to consume crisis 
information. 
Crisis experts have noted that research needs to expand beyond a single 
organization focus to examine the larger landscape of actors in a crisis response. 
(Heath and Palenchar 2009)  
Interview participants were recruited from January to February 2014 from 
researcher’s access to LinkedIn Premium, allowing searching for journalists 
active on social media. A LinkedIn connection request followed by recruitment 
email was sent to the participants. All five participants consented to the phone 
interview. The interviews lasted an average of 30 minutes, not including time 
taken to explain the study’s purpose and answer any questions. The interviews 
were conducted by phone and were digitally recorded and fully transcribed.  
The methodology employed in this study was qualitative interviews along 
with limited narratives. This method was chosen after carefully examining the 
various ways in which media responses to correction requests could be 
measured or interpreted most objectively. Narrative research approaches replace 
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the traditional interviewer/interviewee relationship with one where both parties 
actively participate in a storytelling discussion (Lewis-Beck, Bryman and Liao 
2004) Instead of trading off questions and answers, both the interviewer and 
interviewee work together to build on specific events and experiences. In-depth 
interviews, in contrast, focus more on the delivery and answering of previously 
scripted, open-ended questions. Both approaches have their benefits and 
drawbacks, which is why this study attempted to employ both methods. Certain 
topics lent themselves to a more basic interview style, while other topics such as 
how participants navigated through requests which were not necessarily factual 
corrections to their reports and the reasons why they handled them with or 
without their editors’ supervision appeared to be a good match for the free-
flowing recollections of narration.  
A qualitative methodology was chosen because it allowed the researcher 
to more fully explore the feelings, emotions and rationale behind the words and 
actions of participants compared to more finite quantitative methods. Qualitative 
methods do not bias the respondent by providing preconceived choices for them 
to respond to. Understanding and interpreting most accurate how the journalists 
responded to correction requests to edit their reports was critical to this research 
and its potential to uncover new and changing motives and ideas in the field of 
strategic communication. For these reasons, depth interviews containing open-
ended and follow-up questions, and narrative accounts of only five participants 
having experience writing stories about public corporations and specifically 
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handling first-hand requests from public relations representatives of such 
organizations, were utilized along with their responses to such communications.  
Participants were asked to assign 30 minutes of their time to speak with 
the researcher for a phone interview consisting of 10 questions (see full list of 
questions in Appendix 2) including their use of social media, overall journalistic 
practice with relation to technology and crowdsourcing their stories. Participants 
were asked to discuss their perception of a conflict of interest, if any, in addition 
to describing how they perceived corrections.  
In addition to the above questions, respondents were also asked about 
any backgrounders in relation to an event or announcement they covered that 
garnered corrections from respective organizations. To ensure that new ideas 
related to public companies and media corrections had a chance to emerge, 
subjects were asked to provide narratives about their positive and negative 
interactions with specific strategic communication personnel so the researcher 
could learn more about participant experiences and perceptions. Specifically, 
respondents were asked to talk about times when they did honor a factual 
correction request and times that they did not with specific reasons for the 
decision to understand how their social media followers would respond, if that 
was an important consideration, as well as how they felt about certain public 
relations professionals and the interdependent relationship, if it existed.  
 
Sample. 
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Only participants who used social media under their own names for 
reporting, research or information-gathering purposes on a daily basis were 
asked to participate. The researcher did this to account for journalists who were 
utilizing one single social media account, Twitter and/or Facebook in particular, 
for personal as well as professional use. For example, a journalist posting social 
media updates anonymously on the media organization’s page would probably 
not receive correction requests addressed directly to them. If they did, the 
correction requests may be more likely to be sent to the individual story reporter 
as opposed to the media organization as a whole. In addition to social media, the 
participants’ emails were publicly accessible on the Web along with their story 
bylines, news organization’s profile page listing their past work and social media 
such as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.com. The researcher felt that an 
appropriate mix of subjects in terms of reporting beat, seniority, and 
demographics was also important to account for differing levels of familiarity and 
expertise with handling and responding to correction requests.  
 Five study participants who met the above guidelines, were chosen to 
participate in the study. All the participants are employed and work in a 
professional media setting in the United States. Although participants were 
randomly chosen, great care was taken to ensure that they represented a range 
of age group, skill sets, journalistic beats, and professional expertise. Chosen 
subjects represented wire services, business newspaper, as well as investigative 
reporting, technology, data reporting beats.  
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Human Subjects and Interview Process  
After IRB approval was secured, subjects were sent an email that briefly 
described the project, its purpose and the possible risks involved with 
participating. Subjects were asked to participate in the study and to sign a 
consent statement included with the email. A sample of the consent e-mail 
distributed to participants can be found in Appendix 4. Upon indicating their 
willingness to participate, the phone interview time was set up. When the meeting 
was scheduled, the researcher used Google Voice, a VoIP (Voice over Internet 
Protocol) feature to call the participants from a computer and Evernote (a Mac 
app) was used to record the audio with their permission. Specific elements such 
as names of public corporations and corresponding crisis managers who 
contacted them, corporate affiliation, dates and crises have been renamed or 
kept anonymous.  
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Results 
Case Study 
 
All the case study documents, including tweets, New York Times articles 
and Tesla corporate blogs were analyzed over a period of one week in February 
2014 using Microsoft Excel to create a timeline and response time patterns of 
correspondence between Musk, Broder and The New York Times Public Editor 
Margaret Sullivan. The correspondence that was studied was accessible to the 
public via Tesla Motors and The New York Times websites.  
A total of 21 tweets were analyzed according to their reach and audience 
engagement in terms of retweets, marked favorites and mentions received. It 
was essential to quantitatively understand the impact of these tweets while 
qualitatively interpreting the messaging adopted by Elon Musk on Twitter. 
(Appendix  4) 
For this study, one research question with one subsequent question was 
proposed. While the tweets indicate potential findings for the main research 
question, The New York Times articles and Tesla Motors’ blog posts help 
understand the subsequent question. The results of the analysis as they relate to 
this research question are summarized further in this section. 
How are public corporations using social media to handle negative 
coverage of their products, and services? 
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Calling out bad note-taking. 
The case study noted that Tesla Motors first approached The New York 
Times to test and review the Tesla Superchargers, the charging stations to fuel 
the electric vehicles. However, the conflict arose when Broder had to tow away 
Tesla Model S, the electric car offered by Tesla Motors to Broder for the above 
test. This happened due to the cold weather where the battery of the car died. 
Thus, while the test was primarily performed to review the Superchargers, Broder 
wrote about the Model S instead.  
While Sullivan acknowledged Broder’s bad note taking but reinforced his 
integrity, the following are two examples of incorrect facts, which Musk pointed 
out in his blogs: 
 "I turned the climate control to low - the temperature was still in the 30s — 
and planted myself in the far right lane with the cruise control set at 54 miles per 
hour (the speed limit is 65)."  
Musk claimed in his blog that none of that took place. However, from the 
data charts in Musk’s blog, Broder did drive around 54 MPH, and with reduced 
cabin temperatures, at a different time in the trip. It can be inferred that Broder 
confused two different points in time in his notebook. 
          In another instance, Broder also said, "I limped along at about 45 miles per 
hour", but at that time, Broder was going 54 MPH (according to Tesla charts).  
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Underscoring financial impact. 
Next, Musk highlighted the financial loss that followed Broder’s article by 
underscoring the following:  
a) Stock prices (TSLA): 
 
Tesla shares fell 13 percent, from $39.48 to $34.38, since February 7   
the day after The Times article first appeared up to March 31. The drop wiped 
$580 million from Tesla’s stock-market value.  
b) Order cancellations: 
 
Customers cancelled their orders of Tesla electric vehicles following 
report written by Broder in The New York Times. In a television interview to 
Bloomberg, Musk said: 
We did actually get a lot of cancellations as a result of The New York Times 
article. It probably affected us to the tune of tens of millions, to the order of 
$100 million, so it’s not trivial…I would say that refers more to the valuation of 
the company. It wasn’t as though there were 1,000 cancellations just due to 
The New York Times article. There were probably a few hundred. 
   
Model S cars start at $72,400. Assuming Tesla lost only 300 orders at 
$72,400 each. That likely cost the company about $22 million in revenue. 
(Miller 2013) 
 
CEO as the social media influencer. 
In general, Tesla Motors adopted the stance of pure advocacy consistent 
with Contingency Theory (Cancel, et al. 1997) to define its messaging across 
traditional and social media.  
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Musk got the attention of the general public and The New York Times 
using Twitter and later, company blog. He also appeared in TV interviews 
reiterating the company message. The crisis managers of Tesla were virtually 
invisible with only Musk as the key spokesperson.  
Musk, who uses Twitter on a daily basis, tweeted: 
NYTimes article about Tesla range in cold is fake. Vehicle logs tell true story that 
he didn't actually charge to max & took a long detour. 
 
The tweet accusing Broder received 1,107 retweets and 223 favorites and 49 
mentions on Twitter within hours. Musk’s Twitter reached 33,149 users with 
37,520 impressions. 
The overall impact of the tweet was high and Musk’s subsequent tweets 
prompted Broder to defend his stance in another New York Times article. 
Notably, Broder, a keen tech enthusiast, only used Twitter to promote his article 
during the entire period of conflict. 
In addition to advocating its views via social media of its CEO, Tesla 
Motors clarified that similar negative coverage in a test by Top Gear, a British 
television show reviewing cars, prompted the company to turn on Broder’s test 
car’s data logging for accuracy. While data logging gave Tesla Motors the proof 
of Broder’s drive, Musk addressed a potential customers’ privacy concern:  
Tesla data logging is only turned on with explicit written permission from 
customers, but after Top Gear BS, we always keep it on for media. 
 
From the study, it can be inferred that in addition to using social media to 
address concerns about negative and potentially unfair coverage, Tesla Motors 
utilized its CEO’s social media influence. Later, the company took the reader 
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traffic from Twitter to a wider platform, its company blog as authored by Musk 
himself, to advocate its views in greater detail. The impact of the CEO’s 
personalized tweets and company blog with evidence of data from the 
controversial test drive proved positive for the company. Within a week of the 
Tesla Motors’ initial response to Broder’s test review, New York Times Public 
Editor intercepted the conflict in her article: 
 
 I do not believe Mr. Broder hoped the drive would end badly. A little red 
notebook in the front seat is no match for digitally recorded driving logs, which 
Mr. Musk has used, in the most damaging (and sometimes quite misleading) 
ways possible, as he defended his vehicle’s reputation. 
 
Tesla Motors’ Twitter account, most peculiarly, did not tweet anything 
directly related to this conflict. It only retweeted its CEO’s tweets from time to 
time. Musk tweeted and blogged acknowledging The New York Times for 
considering the evidence his company provided. Overall, Elon Musk defended 
his company’s corporate reputation, particularly its product Model S, by acting 
within 48 hours of the damaging news report.  
So far, advocating its messaging by leveraging its CEO’s influence on 
social media and pushing that on to traditional media was Tesla Motors’ strategy 
to cope with the negative coverage.  
"In the Internet age, the voice of the people can defeat even the most 
powerful publications!" Musk commented to his followers prompted by Sullivan’s 
article. 
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How often are public corporations using social media in relation to traditional 
media? 
Conflict management can be evaluated based on the results garnered 
from the communication tactics employed by the crisis managers.  
In Tesla Motors’ case, social media i.e. Twitter and blog was used more 
often than traditional media i.e. TV interviews. Company blogs replaced news 
releases, which supported Musk’s TV interviews, in particular.  Musk’s Twitter 
followers (621,000) combined with followers of Tesla Motors (232,000) helped 
the crisis managers to effectively use Twitter, in particular, to confront and 
challenge Broder and The New York Times for the allegedly erroneous facts 
pertaining to the Model S.  
Overall, the frequency and number of social media correspondence of 
Tesla Motors is higher than traditional media. Musk sent 21 tweets and published 
2 blogs 9 days between Feb. 11 and 20. While there were two TV appearances 
by Musk (CNBC and Bloomberg) right after the conflict erupted, no press 
releases were sent out to clarify the company’s position. On social media, 
Twitter, was the preferred medium of communication.   
While studying the differences in social media in comparison to traditional 
media, it is interesting to note that Broder responded to Musk’s tweets in another 
New York Times article. The only traditional communication strategy that was 
peculiar to Tesla was requesting a retest of Tesla Supercharger from CNN for 
television audiences after Musk reinstated his tweets calling Times article a 
“fake” by appearing on Bloomberg TV.  
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In addition, Tesla Motors received accidental news coverage to the Twitter 
feud. According to LexisNexis Academic, 67 news articles were written about the 
conflict between February 8 and February 19.  
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Interviews 
 When mistakes are made, they must be corrected – fully, quickly and 
ungrudgingly, says (Associated Press 2014). The interviews were conducted to 
gain answers to the second research question: 
How do journalists respond to social media requests and traditional 
requests from public corporations to change or edit their stories? 
 In general, all the participants indicated that they would not make any 
changes to their stories if the correction requests were about negative tone 
associated with the company news they covered.  All of the participants saw the 
benefit of making the correction of factual errors published but were not willing to 
do it each and every time. 
 Two out of five participants referred the requests to their beat editors.  
“It didn’t seem that big a deal. In the end, my editor handled that. We 
ended up not running a correction.”  
 The other participants who held editorial roles considered requests from 
corporations only to the extent of factual corrections that would be considered 
newsworthy.  
“Because that’s the case where we have to rewrite it. I would have 
problem with that.“ 
All participants indicated how their response generally depended on 
factors such as persistence of the public relations team representing the 
corporation and their working relationship with them.  
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Contact method. 
 Two of the respondents were contacted by public companies’ public 
relations professionals via social media (i.e. Twitter mention or a Twitter direct 
message). One of the respondents, who was contacted publicly via Twitter 
mention, called the move “rather dumb” and chose not to respond.  They 
indicated that social media was a very public forum and a correction request via 
social media would threaten their online credibility.  
“I didn’t think that it would be productive, we couldn’t reach a mutual 
agreement. We had seen many journalists try and argue with them 
unsuccessfully. This could only hurt our credibility.” 
 Since everyone can see the conversation between the journalist and the 
company on social media such as Twitter, the journalists were not comfortable 
drawing attention to any stories that may require factual changes and 
corrections. Others mentioned that email, a more traditional and private medium, 
was commonly used to contact them and later communicate back and forth to 
negotiate the extent of the correction, if necessary. Both of the participants 
indicated that they were less likely to respond to any requests to make 
corrections if social media was involved. 
 
Company blogs. 
  One participant, an investigative reporter, mentioned that one popular 
yet controversial corporation mentioned his/her news report in its company blog 
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debunking his/her investigation. Thus, by calling out to the journalist, the public 
company made an attempt to address an issue regarding facts published.  
 
 Thus, in addition to social media and email contact, the researcher found 
out that public companies’ public relations managers used the company blog to 
address factual issues. This is consistent with Tesla Motors’ blog calling attention 
to Broder’s article in The New York Times. 
“Their post was directly addressed to us but they posted their response story a 
couple of days after we published our story. Two of the folks in the quotes 
universe tweeted at us and everyone, saying how there were grave errors.” 
Three out of five participants depended on news releases and 
spokespeople for most stories about a public corporation. However, none of the 
three participants indicated that they received any backgrounder or a flier about 
the event or story they were covering. Thus, receiving correction request 
following their story either via email, social media or a third party application was 
unexpected for all of the participants.   
Two participants who received social media requests to their personal 
social media immediately rejected or ignored the request to change or edit the 
tone or facts mentioned in the story. The open and public nature of social media 
led the participants to believe that the corporation was challenging their views 
and was ready to debate. This sentiment, both respondents indicated, was 
unwelcome and could lead to professional tensions in a public domain of social 
media.  
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“By not accepting their point, you may become a jackass on social media.” 
 
This result is not consistent with The New York Times’ Broder who chose 
respond rather than ignore the corrections demanded by Musk on Twitter. 
 
Role of editor. 
The other three participants who received email requests forwarded them 
to their editors and later, honored the correction. In experience of all of above 
three participants, the editor negotiated with the public relations officers generally 
over the course of their careers rejected the requests citing reasons of lack of 
time or newsworthiness. This was consistent throughout the participants’ careers 
and not any particular conflict with companies.  
“We would never pull a story, even if we were completely wrong. We are 
not really in a business where we take down a company. I have apologized to 
people of such companies. I told them that I understand where you are coming 
from and I see why you are unhappy. But we wouldn’t change anything in the 
post.” 
Relationship with corporations. 
One respondent chose to make the correction for a public corporation 
after the story was already published in the newspaper. Since the corporation 
was a regular in the business news section of the newspaper, the respondent 
cited keeping good relations with the corporation’s public relations team as their 
reason to go ahead with the correction. The correction was of a factual nature. 
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“We were asked to make a change in a story we did on a company that is 
headquartered here. They provided information but we were getting close to 
deadline. They wanted a correction of the number of employees. It was a great 
mistake. We were able to correct it in the paper. It was understandable for that 
big a company. It was important that we got it right just for the record.” 
 
Evidence-based correction. 
One of the respondents who worked in an editorial role mentioned how 
he/she would personally apologize on private phone call for any incidental 
negative coverage rather than make corrections to an already published digital 
story. This person also mentioned that they would not make corrections to their 
reports unless a prejudice could be proven. The same respondent also 
mentioned that if prejudice were evident, the correction request would most 
certainly be made with a due apology to damaged party. In fact, the respondent’s 
news organization had previously published a correction with an apology for a 
guest columnist’s views.  
“I put the corrections in bold before the article even began. The headline 
and then the correction came. It was guest post and it was an opinion, it turned 
out some of it was negative.” 
Most of the correction requests this respondent received were of tone 
corrections for investor relations purpose where any opinion would result in 
fluctuation of share prices. 
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Other respondents did not comply with most requests they received to 
change or edit their stories, including factual errors. One of the participants 
indicated that factual corrections wasted their time and were not newsworthy 
enough.  
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Discussion 
 
There were two predominant themes in the case study and interview data. 
One, Tesla Motors’ stance of pure advocacy using Twitter, TV interviews 
and company blog was an attempt on the part of the company to restore its 
corporate reputation and bounce back from beat-up stock prices. The company 
with the leadership of Musk could prove data logs from Broder’s test drive on a 
variety of news media. The crisis management team remained invisible while 
Musk reinstated his leadership actively from board-room to the public sphere 
defending Model S car against The New York Times’ negative review. Details 
such as data logs, exact time of vehicle operation of the Model S car in the test 
drive were already scheduled to be recorded by Tesla Motors. The company 
anticipated a conflict as it had previously with UK’s TV show Top Gear. Thus, 
ready record of data log, a resource of open, public forum on social media for 
advocating its message and the excellent leadership of its CEO helped Tesla 
Motors resolve its conflicts with the country’s most prestigious news organization. 
From the perspective of Social-mediated Crisis Communication Model, the 
case study is partly consistent as an example of rapidly evolving social media 
landscape for public companies to produce and navigate through traditional and 
social media for communicating information in the event of an organizational 
crisis. The Model says, “While public companies are investing more resources 
into social media sites and campaigns, individuals do not necessarily seek crisis 
information via these social media sites.“ The case study’s indirect news 
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coverage in traditional forms of media from its social media communication 
justified the investment in social media sites and campaigns. However, the Model 
fails to mention any specifics on who manages the crisis information on behalf of 
the organization in conflict. It also does not provide any scope for increases 
effectiveness of messaging when both, social media and traditional media 
communication tactics such as TV interviews are adopted along with a stance of 
pure advocacy. Combining the results of SMCC and the Contingency Theory, 
new themes have been observed with reference to use of communication tactics 
and public companies’ interaction with the media personnel and the relevant 
stakeholders.  
Two, the study found that media personnel are not generally keen to 
accommodate either traditional or social media corrections requests from crisis 
managers of public corporations.  Under three wide conditions, however, the 
journalists partially agreed to edit their stories for factual reasons. While the 
requests to change the tone of the stories were completely rejected by all the 
participants, factual errors and corresponding corrections were accommodated 
occasionally. The study finds that corporate reputation meant a lot to reporters 
and so did their relationship with the Public Relations team of the company.  
Other reasons mentioned included newsworthiness of the corrections where the 
changes made to the story would make bigger news. Last, if the alleged 
prejudice claimed by crisis managers could be proven, the journalists would more 
likely respond, the participants indicated commonly. While all the participants 
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saw the benefit of making corrections, they believed such actions would threaten 
their credibility on the social media, in particular.  
Social-mediated Crisis Communication Model suggests that audiences 
seek crisis information on the social media where journalists are considered to be 
accurate and credible sources of information. However, the case study and 
interview data reveal how organizations can skip the step of providing crisis 
information to the followers, viz. the journalists, and reach the relevant audiences 
directly by reinforcing its message simultaneously on Twitter, TV interviews and 
indirect coverage in newspapers and websites.  
This study contributes to the research to understand the best medium and 
ways for corporate crisis managers, in particular, to communicate to and with the 
concerned stakeholders and audiences. It finds that corporations need to 
incorporate differing types of media and crisis information sources, as well as the 
spectrum of crisis communication phases, rather than just crisis response. In 
particular, key audiences’ media consumption habits need to be considered in 
addition to the media seen as most credible during crises.  
Using social media, crisis managers can reinstate positive message about 
the company. How the interaction between crisis managers and media can 
reinstate positive message about the corporation, especially, using its social 
media presence to monitor and repair corporate reputation, if necessary, are the 
implications of this study. Correction requests can be a part of the advocacy 
stance that are intended to advance the corporate viewpoint to the media and 
finally, the stakeholders among the audiences.  
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Conclusion 
 
 Just as truth ultimately serves to create a consensus, so in the short run 
does acceptability of information. Ideas and opinions come to be organized 
around what the community as a whole or particular audiences find acceptable. 
(Galbraith 1958) 
From the study, we can conclude that from the beginning, Tesla Motors’ 
confidence was not unexpected. Its iconic image as a futuristic electric vehicle 
manufacturer and an outspoken leader in Musk highlight the fact that credibility of 
company and its executive leadership on social media pays off in moments of 
conflict with the fourth estate. Musk tweeted "In the Internet age, the voice of the 
people can defeat even the most powerful publications!". This was interesting 
part of the findings where it can be inferred that Musk believed his company, and 
not the news media, was the voice of the people. His followers and fans were 
overjoyed after reading The New York Times’ public editors’ article. 
 While The New York Times never apologized or corrected the facts 
mentioned in the controversial article, its Public Editor acknowledged on her 
personal social media and in the newspaper that Broder took bad notes. This 
acknowledgement does not necessarily mean a loss for the newspaper. But for 
the invisible crisis managers who supported Musk’s social media posts, media 
interviews and blogs, this was a lesson that came at a huge cost. Turning on the 
data-logging feature in Broder’s test car was an important decision taken by 
Tesla’s crisis managers as they were anticipating a difference in opinion. This not 
only helped the company prove its point down to the smallest details of the test 
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drive and effectively reinforced the need to take preventive steps during media 
engagement and interaction. 
In addition, the stock prices of Tesla Motors bounced back after Sullivan’s 
article.  This shows how investors seek traditional media such as The New York 
Times’ approval in conflicts such as the one studied. 
From the interview data, it can be generally concluded that journalists do 
not feel as accountable to respond as they would be expect from crisis managers 
and companies. Their reluctance towards social media communication for factual 
correction requests was evident from the interview data. Moreover, their 
accountability is relative to the involvement of editors, especially in the case of 
correction requests. Editors were more likely to respond than journalists. 
Interview data showed how editors would rather apologize on phone for “unfair 
coverage” than make the correction owing to lack to newsworthiness or time. 
This was in contrast to another participant’s response indicating that he/she 
made the correction despite lack of time and impending deadline because the 
company was headquartered in his/her city and therefore was a very important 
enterprise to stay in good terms with.  
This shows how important it is for crisis managers to develop strategies to 
maintain good working relationship with the editors of the relevant industry-
specific media organizations.  
Social media is probably not the most effective way to reach a reporter if a 
correction is expected. Email is much preferred for privacy reasons, generally 
agreeable to both, the media personnel and the crisis managers. However, 
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triangulating the results from the case study data and the interview data, the 
conclusion may be different.  
Social media contact may probably be an effective way for crisis 
managers to handle the conflict with media to highlight unfair coverage, only if 
there is provable data to challenge the erroneous facts published.  
Future research can qualitatively study along the lines of this research by 
understanding and interpreting the experiences of a larger sample of journalists. 
In addition, it can include and compare the experience of corporate crisis 
managers with regards to factual correction requests and relevant technology 
used.   
It would be interesting to study how Tesla Motors would have resolved the 
conflict if there was either no technical evidence available connected with the 
conflict or there was reasonable defect in the car. Involvement of the company 
CEO, timing of response and the corresponding communication via news 
releases, blog and social media would be good indicators of the company’s 
strategy to manage the conflict. Most importantly, it would be essential to 
understand how the case study will be different if the crisis managers at Tesla 
Motors wrote an email to John Broder instead of calling him out publicly via the 
former’s CEO on Twitter.  
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Appendix1: Timeline of the Case Study 
 
02/08/13 
  Stalled Out on Tesla’s Electric Highway - John Broder, New York Times 
 
02/10/13 
  "Stalled on the E.V. Highway", page AU1, print edition. 
 
02/11/13 
  CNBC interview - Elon Musk, Tesla (calls article a "setup" transcript) 
 
02/11/13 
  Times article is fake - Elon Musk, Twitter 
 
02/12/13 
  The Charges Are Flying Over a Test of Tesla’s Charging Network - John Broder 
 
02/13/13 
  A Most Peculiar Test Drive - Elon Musk (shows data charts) 
 
02/14/13 
 Conflicting Assertions Over an Electric Car Test Drive - NYT, Margaret Sullivan 
 
02/14/13 
 That Tesla Data: What It Says and What It Doesn’t - John Broder 
 
02/18/13 
 Problems With Precision and Judgment, but Not Integrity - NYT, Margaret Sullivan 
 
02/19/13 
 A Most Peculiar Test Drive - Follow Up - Elon Musk (claims victory) 
 
02/21/13 
  Views of Sullivan hers, not NYT - NYT, Margaret Sullivan 
 
02/22/13 
  After a Charging System Test, a Debate Erupts Online - Feedback / NYT 
 
02/24/13 
  NYT Cost Tesla Hundreds of Orders and $100M valuation - Elon Musk 
 
02/27/13 
 The New York Times Did Not Reverse Its Opinion - Jeff Cobb, HybridCars 
 
03/05/13 
 Tesla's Elon Musk flames Times review in Geneva - CNET 
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03/09/13 
  Musk extends feud, calls Times review an "ethics violation" - Reuters 
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Appendix 2: Interview Questionnaire 
 
Background or warm up questions 
 
• How often do you use social media as a reporter/editor? 
• Do you have a separate private Twitter or Facebook?  
• Have you written stories/SM posts about public corporations?   
 
RQ 2: How do journalists respond to social media and traditional correction 
requests from public corporations? 
 
• Have you received any correction requests? If yes, can you talk about 
them? Why, if choose not to? 
• Was the request communicated via traditional way (email, phone) or social 
media? 
• Was the request to edit a factual error or something else? 
• How much do you depend on spokespersons for corporate 
crisis/situation/coverage? 
• Have you crowd-sourced (social media, news website reader forum) any 
stories that led to corrections from public corporations? 
• How do you think your followers on social media would react/respond if 
you were to make corrections to your content (report and/or social media 
posts concerning the story)? 
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Appendix 3: Recruitment Email Sample 
 
Dear (name), 
You are receiving this email because you are in my LinkedIn network. 
Your email address was obtained from your LinkedIn profile. 
 I am a graduate student in Journalism (Strategic Communication) at 
Missouri School of Journalism at University of Missouri-Columbia. I am 
conducting a study related to requests sent by public relations professionals to 
journalists to edit their personal social media content. Dr. Glen T. Cameron at 
Missouri School of Journalism is my research advisor.  
I would like to invite you for a phone interview, which will take about 30 
minutes.  
You must be at least 18 years old, a journalist and currently an active user 
of social media in the U.S. to participate in this study. Your name and views will 
remain confidential throughout the study.  
Any questions you have before or after the study can be directed to me at 
smsybf@mail.missouri.edu , or (806) 281-0754. Any concerns you have with the 
study as a while can be directed to Dr. Glen T. Cameron at 
camerong@missouri.edu. 
If you are interested in this research, please respond to this email or 
contact me at 806-281-0754. 
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Thank you.  
Best, 
Shraddha Sankhe 
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Appendix 4: Elon Musk’s Tweets 
RTs 
Favor
ites Mentions 
Date in 
2013 
 
Tweets posted or reposted by 
@elonmusk 
1107 223 49 2/11 
NYTimes article about Tesla range in 
cold is fake. Vehicle logs tell true story 
that he didn't actually charge to max & 
took a long detour. 
227 85 29 2/11 
Tesla blog coming soon detailing what 
actually happened on Broder's 
NYTimes "range test". Also lining up 
other journalists to do same drive. 
427 177 18 2/11 
Tesla data logging is only 
turned on with explicit written 
permission from customers, but after 
Top Gear BS, we always keep it on for 
media. 
100 
 
60 
 
7 2/11 
 
Btw, more free East Coast 
Superchargers coming soon. Will 
allow lower initial charge, v high speed 
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trip & long detours, like NYTimes 
drive. 
33 24 4 2/11 
@elonmusk: Wondered about 
NYTimes article. My S & I have done 
400+ mile 1day drives at full speed & 
w heat/AC w superchargers & no 
problems. 
47 20 3 2/11 
@elonmusk Just drove 800 miles with 
my Model S between NJ, NYC and 
Boston in 48 hours with absolutly no 
problems using superchargers. Fake! 
9 7 3 2/11 
@elonmusk My niece has one and 
has reported nothing like what 
appeared in the NYTimes. 
29 
1
6 1 2/14 
.@elonmusk's latest comments on my 
Tesla test drive: http://bit.ly/XB0SX5 . 
Our response will be at 
http://nyti.ms/X7Bhrt  later today. 
39 
 
20 
 
3 2/14 
 
Here's my earlier response to 
@elonmusk's earlier assertions: 
http://nyti.ms/X2JP4c . Stay tuned. 
106 73 3 2/14 Testing the Model S on a surface of 
 63 
pure ice and snow 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0sfl
Irq_UM … 
95 23 48 2/14 
My response to @elonmusk has just 
been posted: http://nyti.ms/YhJY1A . 
5 29 10 2/14 
CNN about halfway through East 
Coast Supercharger test drive of 
@TeslaMotors Model S w 
@PeterDrives & @AbigailBassett 
210 56 13 2/14 
CNN retests the route! RT 
@PeterDrives:"Um... Not that hard. At 
Milford SuperCharger. Been 
leadfootin' last 20 miles 
pic.twitter.com/OrRww5eD" 
97 50 16 2/15 
Genius move “@cdabel114: @CNN 
Well, to be fair, they did use the 
controversial gimmick of actually 
charging up the car” 
13 
1
1 4 2/15 
@elonmusk Have driven mine on 4 
sub 30 deg 200 mile drives, once on 
the same day.  Love it ! Proof is in the 
car ! 
94 40 12 2/15 @elonmusk Elon - 6 of us East 
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Coasters are recreating the NY Times 
trip this weekend.... @TeslaRoadTrip 
454 
 
204 7 2/15 
Revolutions don't happen if you just 
roll over to the powers that be. Got to 
fight for what you believe. That's why 
http://www.mercurynews.com/breakin
g-news/ci_22601708/tesla-ceo-elon-
musk-is-right-battle-bad … 
46 23 3 2/18 
Interesting: @nytimes public editor 
sides (mostly) with #Tesla. RT 
@Sulliview My thoughts on thorny 
problem: 
http://publiceditor.blogs.nytimes.com/2
013/02/18/problems-with-precision-
and-judgment-but-not-integrity-in-
tesla-test/#more-3373 … … 
107 56 11 2/18 
Appreciate thoughtful @Sulliview 
article. Faith in @nytimes restored. 
115 53 20 2/19 
Thanks @CNBC! “@Lebeaucarnews: 
The Model S delivered what 
@elonmusk promised. A ride to make 
you re-think going electric.” 
14 9 5 2/20 .@NYTjamescobb @elonmusk As 
 65 
 your own public editor pointed out, 
@jbrodernyt was far from a 
"consummate pro," and you failed to 
fact-check. 
